Abstract: This article addresses the phenomenon of topicalization from a typological perspective, both at the level of the Berber phylum and at the crosslinguistic level. It aims at providing Berber's principal linguistic properties and mechanisms of topicalization in comparison with cross-linguistic accounts so as to better understand the connection between syntax and information structure, which in Berber is subject to variation and to a complex interplay with prosody.
Introduction 1
In this study, topicalization is considered from an interactional viewpoint (Lafkioui 2010 (Lafkioui , 2011a ) and thus as a discursive process that is employed to attract the attention of interactants towards a specific discourse object (viz. topic). Once the proposed or negotiated topic is accepted, various discursive operations intervene in order to maintain, delineate, develop or to call to mind the interactional perspective that the interactants have mutually chosen, so as to establish a certain discursive continuity (viz. thematic continuity) until they decide otherwise. Each new topicalization thus implies a re-centering of the interactants' attention, which goes hand in hand with a partial or total rupture with the preceding topicalization. So, the choice of the topic depends not only on the linguistic context in which it occurs -related to topicality parameters such as the degree of animacy of the noun phrase referent, its semantic role and its degree of specification (Croft 1990: 112-113; Siewierska 1984: 221) -but also on its extralinguistic context; that is, the interaction situation, comprising all social and cultural knowledge and practices shared by the interactants at that precise interactional instance.
However, there is a certain tendency to structure content around semantic referents that can be identified within a relatively accessible linguistic context. Specification (determination) is an important linguistic parameter for the selection of topics, especially when they are noun phrases (np). Because of their inherently highly topical nature, which is the result of their elevated position on the animacy and semantic hierarchies, arguments that relate to human agents are often chosen to function as topics. That is why there is a general cross-linguistic inclination to match the discursive np topic with the corresponding subjectargument; both often occupy the same distributional position (Givón 1979: 58, 64) . This kind of default topic (also called weak topic) is distinct from what I shall call the "marked topic", which is the product of a topicalization process in which specific marking procedures (e.g. left dislocation, intonation, particular morphemes) are employed so as to create contrast or emphasis. It is this latter type of topic and topicalization phenomena that I will deal with in this article.
Following this introduction, a general comparative analysis of the marked topic in Berber is given in section 2, with special focus on its various defining parameters, its co-referring system and its compatibility with other topics in one and the same utterance. Section 3 investigates the phenomenon of topicalization cross-linguistically, some conclusions on which are presented at the end of this article.
The Berber marked topic
On the grammatical level, three main parameters determine the np topic 2 in Berber: the morphosyntactic parameter (free noun state), the syntagmatic parameter (chiefly, left dislocation) and the prosodic parameter (intonation dislocation). Consider, for example, the following topics in bold:
(1) Taqbaylit, North Algeria aẓru, y-T'awi t iD nT'a 'The stones, he brought (them) himself.' [Chaker 1983: 455] (2) Tashelhit, South Morocco tamġart-ann(,) dar-s asərdun. 'This woman, she has a mule.' [Lafkioui 1999: chapter [Sudlow 2001: 75] (6) Tamazight, Central Morocco lqhwa-y-u uliD am tDin tSm i lqšla 'This coffee, it is not like the kind you drink in the barracks.' [Bentolila 1981: 246] 
The syntagmatic parameter
The Berber topic usually takes a pre-predicative position in the syntagmatic configuration. This slot is even its default position in relatively simple constructions, as is shown in examples (1) to (6). This preference for left dislocation has probably to do with the fact that this position makes it especially easy to spot the topic (discursive referent) to which the asserted message can be attached and, consequently, predication can be completed. Yet this privileged position is just a subsidiary characteristic of topicalization, since natural spoken data -where complex constructions are often the norm -repeatedly prove that the topic in Berber may also occur in positions other than the pre-head slot (Chaker 1983: 461; Lafkioui 1999 Lafkioui , 2010 Lafkioui , 2011a . The following are examples:
'He died, the old man in question.' [Chaker 1983: 461] (8) Tarifit ṯəḵsi ḏəġya ddqər(,) ṯasriṯ-nnəs. 'She soon became pregnant, her daughter-in-law.'
In these cases, the post-predicative topic (right dislocation) is essentially marked by the intonation rupture that detaches it from the rest of the utterance (the comment). The fs marker corroborates this functional distribution; i.e. [com = ps -ir -t]. Right dislocated topics, such as in (7) and (8), usually serve as a discursive reminder, a means for ensuring the successful development and consolidation of the interaction. Moreover, topics also occur within the predication structure if they are backed up with appropriate intonation (often involving a pitch apex). This regular but less studied phenomenon in Berber linguistics indicates the pivotal role of prosody in the structuring of information. (For more discussion, see 2.3 and Lafkioui 2002 Lafkioui , 2006 Lafkioui , 2009 Lafkioui , 2011a Lafkioui , 2011b 
The prosodic parameter
Of all identification parameters, it is intonation dislocation that constitutes the most distinctive feature of the marked topic in Berber (Lafkioui 2002 (Lafkioui , 2010 (Lafkioui , 2011a . In the case of the pre-predicative topic (left dislocation), the intonation pattern follows a pitch contour that reaches its peak on the ultimate syllable of the topic before it changes its direction on the first syllable of the ensuing segment, i.e. the comment. On the other hand, post-predicative topicalization (right dislocation) displays a prosodic configuration in which the pitch curve attains its maximum on the last syllable of the comment before descending on the first syllable of the topic. In both cases, it is intonation dislocation -ensured by an intonation break -that is the only conclusive defining element of the topic when it occurs in utterances without prosodic emphasis. As regards the pre-predicative topic, it is characterized by a pitch apex, as is confirmed in example (9) The instrumental analysis of (9) in Figure 1 demonstrates that the topic ṯammūṯ-nni ('land in question') is delimitated by a pitch apex of 276 Hz on its final syllable, immediately followed by a pitch fall starting on the initial syllable of the comment ḏin azǧiḏ ('there [was a] king').
Topic co-referentiality
In Berber, the topic has a predilection for reiterating its semantic referent in the comment by means of an anaphoric that assumes various actantial functions in the relating predicative structure. The only condition is that the co-referent has a notional connection with the predication in question, including the predicate itself, as is demonstrated in example (9) where the topic ṯammūṯ-nni ('land in question') is in co-reference with the adverbial predicate ḏin ('there'). However, this rule does not systematically apply to circumstantial topics, among which much variation is observed. A language such as Tahaggart (Tuareg from the southern Algeria) allows for constructions without circumstantial co-reference (example 10), while a language such as Tarifit requires a pronominal co-referent (-s) in utterances like example (11):
(10) Tuareg ahaGar, ak aγǝrǝf itāG y ehwǝl ǝNīt '(In) Ahaggar, each tribe has its brand (for livestock).' [Foucauld & Calassanti-Motylinski 1984: 125] (11) Tarifit ṯaddarṯ(,) wa ḏay-s yuḏəf zi-mərmi. 'The house, he did not enter it for ages.'
In addition, there is usually no matching co-referent when the topic refers to a generic notion. Undetermined topic referents, such as those illustrated in (12) and (13), block the co-referring procedure: Constructions like (13) are recurrent in Berber and quite particular in that they have a fixed constituent order in which the fronted object-topic is a verbal noun derived from the same stem as the verb-predicate. These special marked topicalization constructions are usually employed for idiomatic purposes that engage a highlighting of certain semantic aspects conveyed by the relating verbal form.
Topic superposition
It is common practice in spontaneous Berber speech to superpose various topics in one and the same utterance, in narration as well as in conversation (Lafkioui 2002 (Lafkioui , 2010 (Lafkioui , 2011a . Natural non-elicited data point to their frequent occurrence (e.g. example 3), even in utterances like tigmmi-inu, εmmi-k i-ẓra-t ('My house, your uncle, he saw it.') from Mettouchi & Fleisch (2010) , which calls into question these authors' claim that this topic accumulation type is of exceptional incidence in Tashelhit. Moreover, based on evidence from Tarifit, Lafkioui (2002 Lafkioui ( , 2010 Lafkioui ( , 2011a shows how superposed topics are prosodically punctuated according to the syntactic adequacy of the information structure in relation to the specific interactional context. Consider the following construction:
(14) Tarifit ḇaḇa ziḵ(,) ira ġā-s səḇɛa n ṯfunasin. 'My father, once, he had seven cows.' Lafkioui (2010 Lafkioui ( , 2011a demonstrates that a pitch (Fo) progression of the topics ḇaḇa ('father') and ziḵ ('once') at the same level marks not only that they are connected in terms of intonation but even in terms of information: both are introduced into the interlocution for the first time and, consequently, bring along relatively salient content; their information load is thus of the same importance. Furthermore, the privileged intonation-information structure of these topics is also consolidated by their close intensity (I) values. Lafkioui also gives evidence of how the identical morphemic configuration of (14) -which appears a second time in the same text but in a monologue section -connects with a different information structure through the modified prosodic features of the topics. In fact, the relatively lower value of the first topic and higher value of the second one points to intonation-information continuity.
Cross-linguistic comparison
This section presents a cross-linguistic analysis of the phenomenon of topicalization, with Berber as the basis for comparison. Special attention is given to the significance of topicality for topic selection, the co-referentiality phenomenon, the topic specification markers, verb phrase (vp) topicalization and the diachrony of topicalization with respect to constituent order.
Topicality parameters and topic selection
As is shown in section 2, Berber is consonant with the cross-linguistic tendency to prefer highly determined topics (Croft 1990: 112; Siewierska 1984: 221) , especially when they are introduced into the utterance for the first time. However, less determined topics do also occur in many languages of the world (e.g. utterances 15 and 16), even if the required determination minimum varies from language to language. For instance, some African languages like Tupuri (15) and Berber (16) allow for the construction of topics on the basis of very weakly specified referents, which in English (17) It is worth mentioning that many Berber languages permit topics with very low semantic specification; e.g. the topic from (16) with the non-specification marker ižžən ('a' < '*one'), which refers to both an unspecified notion ('a king') and a feebly specified one ('a certain king'). The discursive referent of this kind of topic is prototypical and thus represents the whole semantic class in question. That is why generic topics regularly occur in expressive locutions such as these displayed here.
Topic co-referentiality as a distinctive typological feature
Topic co-referentiality is a widespread mechanism that often varies according to the referent's topicality traits. For example, as in Berber (see section 2), the Central African Banda Linda (25) and Tupuri (26) 2000), Dagara (Delplanque 2000) , Fulfulde (Mohamadou 2000) and Hausa (Caron 2000; Newman 2000: 615-621) give more importance to the position of the nominal referent on the animacy hierarchy or to its degree of determination. For instance, in Fulfulde, the co-referent is mandatory when the topic referent is clearly determined (27) or when it connects with the subject-argument (28). Otherwise, there is no co-reference (29). This latter construction type mostly conveys generic notions, as is also the case in Berber (see examples 12, 13 and 22 Left dislocation without object-referent replication is also observed in English (example 31a), for instance, where it occurs in parallel with an alternative construction containing the anaphoric co-referent (example 31b); both options are equally valid.
(31a) This job, he will finish. (31b) This job, he will finish it.
As for Berber, constructions like (30) and (31a) are not attested; co-referential resumption of the object-argument (example 32a of Tarifit) is required, as it is in numerous Indo-European languages such as standard French (example 33a):
(32a) rḫəḏməṯ-a, a ḏas-ikəmmər. ('This job, he will finish it.') (32b) *rḫəḏməṯ-a, aḏ ikəmmər. ('This job, he will finish.') (33a) Ce boulot, il le finira. ('This job, he will finish it.') (33b) *Ce boulot, il finira. ('This job, he will finish.')
Topic specification markers
In many languages, there are specific morphemes (mostly invariable particles) that mark the topic and so add particular semantic and discursive values to its referent by specifying its general content or by creating more contrast between its properties and that of the previous topic. Together with appropriate intonation, these markers also clearly set off the topic from its (mainly) succeeding comment. Some Indo-European examples of such commonly used markers which appear in a sentence-initial position are: the English as regards, as for, concerning, given; the French quant à, pour ce qui est de, concernant; the Italian per quanto riguarda, riguardo a; the Dutch wat betreft and aangaande. But postposed specification markers do also occur, in Berber (see example 36), for example, as well as in various West African languages such as Hausa (example 34), which distinguishes different particles that express divergent discursive notions, for example kùwa (contrast), fa (discursive investment) and dai (discursive distance) (Caron 2000; Newman 2000: 616-617) .
(34) Hausa Kànde fa (. . .), mun fi sôntà 'As for Kande, we like her the most.' [Newman 2000: 616] Although specification markers are observed in Berber, they are not widespread. In fact, most accounts of regular usage come from Taqbaylit, where they precede the topic (e.g. ma d; example 35) and from Tuareg, where they are generally postposed (e.g. za in Tawellemmet and Tayert; example 36):
(35) ma d aqcic, tebbwi-t yid-es 'As for the boy, she took him with her.' [Dallet 1982: 476] (36) tagăyt-za, ḳannăn dăɣ-ăs ȃṛătăn ȃggôtnen 'As for the Doum palm, on the other hand, they make a lot of things out of it.' [Prasse et al. 2003: 871] It should be noted that topic specifiers are mostly optional in Berber and are primarily used for contrast-emphasis purposes.
Topicalization of verb phrases
Even if it is not always apparent whether languages directly topicalize genuine verb phrases or rather nominalize them first, one can classify them into two principal types -those languages with both nominal and verbal topicalization and those with principally or only nominal topicalization. Berber is essentially of the latter type, but in a less constraining way than languages such as French. Constructions such as (37), for example, are regularly attested in spoken Berber:
(37) Tarifit aḏ səwwqəġ(,) inna-ay. 'I will go to the market, he said to me.'
It is to be noted that the same mechanism for topicalizing NPs, and more precisely that for circumstantial and generic phrases, has been applied here for the vp aḏ səwwqəġ ('I will go to the market'); that is, prosodically marked fronting without co-referential resumption. English too employs the same devices to topicalize both phrase types, even with arguments other than those conveying circumstantial or generic notions. Compare (31) with the following examples:
(38a) He will finish this job.
(38b) Finish this job, he will.
Topicalization, constituent order and diachrony
Even if Berber is commonly considered to have VS(O) as its general unmarked constituent order, it is subject to variation and, therefore, displays differences as to the relationship between the constituents' grammatical and discursive roles. Whereas pragmatics play an important role in the way in which core constituents are distributed in languages such as Tarifit (Lafkioui 1999 (Lafkioui , 2006 (Lafkioui , 2009 (Lafkioui , 2010 and Taqbaylit (e.g. Lafkioui 1999; Mettouchi 2005) , in languages such as Tuareg Berber constituent order might be more grammatically motivated. But further study based on authentic and representative speech corpora are surely needed in order to acquire a better understanding of the syntax-pragmatics interplay in Berber. This would also help to verify the as-yet unsupported claim that, in certain Tuareg languages, the marked topic is undergoing the following grammaticalization stages (the last of which has not yet been achieved, though): [marked subject-topic > unmarked subject-topic > preposed NP subject]. 6 In addition, it would allow the testing of various typological hypotheses about information structure in V-initial languages, and especially the idea that these lects tend to organize utterances in such ways that pragmatically marked information comes first (e.g. Payne 1995). Even if Berber (i.e. Tuareg) were to join the SVO grammaticalization tendency -although no empirical accounts support this possibility for the time being -it would be far from analogous to the diachronic transformations observed in strongly SVO languages with predominantly left-dislocated subject topics, such as French (Lambrecht & Polinsky 1998 Whether constituent order is dictated by syntax or by pragmatics, fronting in Berber is clearly connected with discursive mechanisms, of which topicalization -the most examined one -is often combined with other functional devices such as emphasis or discursive investment marking. These mechanisms are produced in an incorporated manner in natural speech and are therefore difficult to distinguish when prosodic and extralinguistic features are not taken into account. These features are even indispensable when homomorphical units match different discursive functions, a recurrent phenomenon in Berber interaction (Lafkioui 2002 (Lafkioui , 2006 (Lafkioui , 2010 (Lafkioui , 2011a .
Conclusion
Berber is basically of the VSO type with a relatively flexible constituent order when it comes to identifying topic-comment functions and relations. Like other VSO languages (Creider & Creider 1983) , Berber tends to prepose the topicalized constituent in marked constructions and, accordingly, inverts the usual order for unmarked constructions; i.e. VSO (unmarked) > SVO (marked; S=T), thereby confirming Greenberg's (1963: 79) sixth universal, which states that VSO languages allow for SVO shifts. Pragmatic motivations (e.g. contrast-emphasis) are definitely behind the order inversion, which in Berber goes hand in hand with fronting mechanisms, the most crucial of which is intonation dislocation. This latter mechanism is also the principal feature of marked postposed (right dislocation) and intraposed (internally dislocated) topics, which occur frequently in spontaneous speech, mostly in complex constructions in which topicalization closely interacts with other discursive mechanisms. In such cases, prosody -in tandem with the interactional context -is one of the most important means for encoding and decoding accurately the information structure and its conveyed message. 
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